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1. Introduction 
 

This report, produced by Heathrow’s Airspace Noise and ATM Performance Team (ANATMT), 

contains detailed data on a range of key issues relating to noise management, performance 

metrics and airspace projects which the team are responsible for delivering. The report covers 

the calendar year of 2020 which was significantly impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. The 

data relating to night flights is managed and reported separately following the summer and 

winter seasons and was also significantly impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

Further detailed information on Heathrow’s noise strategy, abatement procedures, targets and 

mitigation schemes can be found on our dedicated noise website along with all our public 

reporting. Additional material on air quality, including monitoring and reporting, is available on 

our separate dedicated air quality website. 

 

Website details are:  

 

www.heathrow.com/noise  

www.heathrowairwatch.org.uk 

 

 

2. Key roles and responsibilities 
 

2.1 Heathrow: the airport operator 

Heathrow is the UK's busiest international airport. From here, circa 80 airlines fly direct to over 

200 destinations worldwide. Heathrow owns and maintains airport facilities including stands, 

terminals and runways. 

Heathrow issues Conditions of Use that airlines must adhere to in order to operate in and out of 

the airport. Heathrow administers the UK Government’s night flight restrictions and other noise 

reduction measures (more information is provided below) and is responsible for monitoring and 

reporting on airport performance in relation to noise reduction.  

 

2.2 Airspace Noise and ATM Performance Team (ANATMT) 

The Airspace Noise and ATM Performance Team (ANATMT) has three key areas of responsibility 

with respect to noise and aircraft track keeping performance. The team carries out 

daily/weekly/monthly monitoring, reporting and root cause analysis of specific issues to ensure 

compliance with statutory requirements and to enable Heathrow to continually assess the 

operational and environmental performance of its airspace and airfield operations.  

 

What ANATMT do 

 

• Manage aircraft-related environmental issues (e.g. noise and track keeping).  

• Safeguard the capability and take actions to improve the efficiency of the airfield 

and airspace. 

• Feed into strategic areas relating to the long-term sustainable growth of the 

airport with historic data and reports depicting trends. 

http://www.heathrow.com/noise
http://www.heathrowairwatch.org.uk/
https://www.heathrow.com/company/partners-and-suppliers/conditions-of-use
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How ANATMT do it 

 

• Ensuring that aircraft noise and track keeping are monitored in line with the DfT’s 

and our own requirements. 

• Maintaining accountability for aspects of operational environmental compliance 

and delivering the Airside Operations facets of the airport’s Noise Action Plan. 

• Developing and progressing Heathrow’s Airspace Change Proposals. 

• Leading trials to improve environmental and operational efficiency and 

responding to consultations on matters relating to airspace development and 

environmental issues. The team undertake horizon scans and identify potential 

impacts to our airfield performance, unusual airspace activities, and anything that 

could affect adherence to our operating restrictions whilst working to mitigate 

and limit the impact. 

• Working on research and development with groups such as Sustainable Aviation, 

the Airport Operators Association (AOA), Eurocontrol and other organisations. 

• Providing technical analysis for local stakeholders and members of the public and 

responding to enquiries relating to impacts of airport operations. 

• Working closely with our airline partners and operators in performance 

management by providing regular performance data on key operational and 

environmental metrics. 

 

2.3 Airlines 

Airlines operate the aircraft that carry passengers and freight and must follow the Heathrow 

Conditions of Use which are issued annually by the airport.  

By operating into and out of Heathrow, all airlines must automatically adhere to the information 

set out in the UK Aeronautical Information Publication (UK AIP). It is this document that sets out 

the noise abatement procedures and other operational requirements mentioned later in this 

report. The UK AIP can be found by visiting the website below: 

www.ais.org.uk 

 

2.4 NATS – Air Navigation Service Provider 

NATS is the Air Navigation Service Provider providing air traffic control services at Heathrow. It is 

responsible for the safe co-ordination of air traffic arriving in to and departing from Heathrow. 

NATS also co-ordinates en-route air traffic as it passes through UK airspace.  

NATS is regulated by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and adheres to national and international 

regulations regarding the safe and efficient provision of air traffic services. 

 

2.5 Department for Transport (DfT) 

The DfT is the UK Government department responsible for all transportation including airports 

and aviation. 

The DfT has overall responsibility for UK aviation and airport policy, sets the noise measures at 

Heathrow (Under Section 78 of the Civil Aviation Act 1982) and, with regard to night noise, 

includes a restriction on the number of air traffic movements and departure noise 

https://www.heathrow.com/company/partners-and-suppliers/conditions-of-use
http://www.ais.org.uk/
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limits. The DfT also issues the Air Navigation Guidance which provides guidance to the CAA on 

environmental objectives and to the wider aviation industry on airspace and noise management. 

 

2.6 Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 

The CAA is the UK’s national supervisory authority responsible for overseeing and regulating all 

aspects of civil aviation in the UK. 

The CAA is responsible for price regulation at Heathrow, and for safety regulation of airports, 

airlines, Air Traffic Control (ATC), pilots and aircraft engineers. It is the independent regulator and 

is responsible for the planning and regulation of national airspace. 

The CAA controls and regulates the airspace change process which covers the use of airspace and 

changes to airspace design – this process is known as CAP1616. 

The CAA implements the international, European, and domestic regulation, legislation and 

recommendations that cover aviation such as: 

• minimum safety standards laid down by the International Civil Aviation Organisation 

(ICAO) 

• consideration of UK adoption of European legislation protecting passengers’ rights, on 

safety issues such as pilot licensing, and the domestic regulation on the use of airspace 

• UK legislation as detailed in the Civil Aviation Act and the Air Navigation Order. 

The CAA makes sure that passengers are protected and treated fairly when they travel. It also 

makes sure that the interests of local communities are captured in the design process of any 

airspace change, through engagement and consultation. 

 

Monitoring 

To enable Heathrow to effectively monitor operational performance, the airport teams use 

internal airport-wide systems, together with the following assets: 

 

3.1. Airport Noise and Operations Management System (ANOMS)  

 

ANOMS is the Noise and Track Keeping system (NTK) at Heathrow, which acts as a central data 

source for other IT software products mentioned later in this report. ANOMS receives radar data 

from NATS Air Traffic Control (ATC), which provides information about the height of aircraft, the 

track it has flown, its ground speed at any particular point, and the flight’s call-sign to identify 

individual aircraft. 

 

This call-sign is cross referenced with air traffic logs, which provide data such as the aircraft 

operator, aircraft type and destination or origin. Additionally, the system automatically receives 

data from a series of permanent noise monitors located around the airport. The locations of the 

permanent monitors and the noise limits, which apply to departing aircraft only, are prescribed 

by the DfT. The noise events recorded at the monitors are then matched to the aircraft track 

details. Its primary purpose is to monitor airline performance against regulatory Key Performance 

Indicators. ANOMS measures aircraft against the following:  

 

• Adherence to departure NPR (Noise Preferential Route) corridors 

• Adherence to the minimum 4% climb gradient requirement 

• Adherence to Government-set noise limits for departing aircraft 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-air-navigation-guidance-2017
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=8127
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• Adherence to 1,000ft by 6.5km from start of roll (minimum height on 

departure requirement)  

• Compliance with Heathrow’s day and night arrival Instrument Landing System 

(ILS) Joining Point procedures 

• Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA) on arrival 

• Use of Night Jet Movements 

Details of these requirements can be found in the UK Aeronautical Information Publication 

 

 

3.2 WebTrak  

 

WebTrak is an online system that allows residents living near Heathrow to find out how aircraft 

overfly their area. It has been in operation at Heathrow since 2008 and, following community 

feedback, has continued to be updated. For instance, users can now view flight tracks as far back 

as the past 12 months, view past weather and overlay the Standard Instrument Departure (SID) 

routes. 

 

If a user has been disturbed by Heathrow’s operations, they can identify specific aircraft which 

may have caused this, and they can complain to Heathrow via WebTrak using the Complaint form 

available. WebTrak can be found here: https://webtrak.emsbk.com/lhr4 

 

3.3 WebTrak My Neighbourhood 

 

WebTrak 'My Neighbourhood' displays general information on where aircraft fly in relation to an 

address. The tool allows the user to understand how often particular flight paths are used on a 

monthly, quarterly or yearly basis and then view detailed information such as a heat map that 

displays how the distribution of traffic changes over the period. 

 

3.4 xPlane 

 

xPlane allows residents to access flight data specific to their location and carry out their own 

analysis of flights over a selected area. Results include the numbers, heights, position and types 

of aircraft.  

 

3.5 Noise Monitoring 

 

Heathrow’s Noise Action Plan (NAP) requires the airport to use our advanced Noise and Track 

Keeping system to maintain a community noise and track keeping monitoring programme.  

This programme is designed to help Heathrow explain, and to enable the local communities to 

better understand, how particular areas may be affected by aircraft noise. Previous reports are 

available in the Noise and Airspace section of the Heathrow website.   

The programme is supported by the deployment of noise monitors around the airport. All 

deployed and in use monitors can be viewed by visiting the Heathrow WebTrak website here: 

https://webtrak.emsbk.com/lhr4  

http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/public/index.php%3Foption=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=165&Itemid=3.html
https://webtrak.emsbk.com/lhr4
https://www.heathrow.com/content/dam/heathrow/web/common/documents/company/local-community/noise/making-heathrow-quiter/noise-action-plan/Noise_Action_Plan_2019-2023.pdf
https://webtrak.emsbk.com/lhr4
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3. General Operations 
 

3.1 Direction of Operation 

For safety and performance reasons aircraft typically take off and land into the wind. In order to 

create lift, an aircraft's wing relies on the speed of the air moving over it (airspeed). In the UK, 

the wind is mostly from the south west. This means that the majority of aircraft (on average 70% 

a year) come in to land over London and take off towards the west. This is known as ‘westerly 

operations‘. Wind speed and direction are considered both on the surface and at 3,000ft, and 

although it may be calm on the ground the winds aloft may be very different.  

When the wind blows from the east (and is over five knots), the direction of operation is switched 

and aircraft land from the west over Berkshire and take off towards London. This is known as 

‘easterly operations’ and occurs, on average, 30% of the time. 

Heathrow recorded an 81%/19% split in favour of westerly/easterly operations for 2020 which 

was the same as 2017. 2018 and 2019 saw a greater proportion of easterly operations with splits 

of 63%/37% in 2018 and 75%/25% in 2019. The following maps show route usage and traffic 

statistics for 2020.  
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Westerly Operations – Departures and Arrivals 
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Easterly Operations – Departures and Arrivals 
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3.2 Westerly Preference 

During the day, a ‘westerly preference’ is operated at Heathrow. Westerly preference is 

Government policy and means that even during periods of light easterly winds (up to 5 knots at 

surface) aircraft will usually continue to operate in a westerly direction. 

Westerly preference was introduced in the 1960s to reduce the number of aircraft taking off in 

an easterly direction over London, the most heavily populated side of the airport. This was when 

departures were considered to be more disruptive to local communities than arrivals. 

In 2001, following consultation, the DfT decided that the westerly preference should be removed 

at night, to provide a more equitable distribution of aircraft noise. 

Modern technology means aircraft have become quieter and climb more quickly, and therefore 

questions have been raised as to whether the westerly preference is still relevant today. In 

Heathrow’s submission to the Airports Commission in May 2013 Heathrow proposed the ending 

of the westerly preference and the Airports Commission supported a ‘no preference’ policy in its 

Interim Report. 

Because the westerly preference is current Government policy, the ending of it would be subject 

to Government approval and public consultation.  

 

3.3 Annual Movements by Runway and Aircraft Type 

Heathrow has a 480,000 annual movement cap which applies to the number of Air Transport 

Movements (ATMs) (scheduled passenger traffic and cargo).  

The total number of ATMs in 2020 was 200,952, down from 475,874 in 2019. This reflects the 

impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and Government restrictions on travel.  
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Due to the reduced number of ATMs, Heathrow went to Single Runway Operations (SRO) from 

06:00 on 6
th
 April 2020. This increased the number of departures from 09L from 126 in 2019 to 

2,733 in 2020. More information on Heathrow’s runway utilisation can be found in section 4.4. 

 

The graph above shows the most common types of aircraft in use at Heathrow in 2020. Boeing 

747 aircraft usage continued to decline as airlines retire their fleet in favour of more modern 

aircraft types including the B787 and A350. Older aircraft types such as the A340, B767 and older 

variants of the B737 also continued to decline. Despite lower traffic figures overall A350 

movements continued to rise as they replaced older B777 aircraft.  

 

3.4 Night Flights 

There is no ban on night flights at Heathrow, but since the 1960s the Government has placed 

restrictions on them. Heathrow has some of the strictest restrictions of any hub airport in Europe.  

Night flight restrictions 

Restrictions on night flights have been in place at Heathrow since 1962 and the structure of the 

current night flying restrictions at Heathrow has been in place since October 2017. The night 

flight restrictions are part of the Government defined noise measures under the Civil Aviation Act 

1982. 

Overview of restrictions 

• There are two time periods: 23:00–07:00 and 23:30–06:00 both with restrictions for 

different types of aircraft. 

• The more restrictive period (23:30–06:00) is known as the Night Quota Period (NQP) and 

has limits on the number of movements which are set by the DfT. The limits are set on a 

seasonal basis: summer and winter. 

• Heathrow is currently limited to 5,800 night flights a year within the NQP: 3,250 in the 

summer season and 2,550 in the winter season. 

Typically, around 80% of the night flights at Heathrow are between 04:30-06:00, with on 

average around 16 aircraft scheduled to arrive each day between these hours.  
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In 2020, the average number of arrivals each day between 04:30-06:00 was 4, due to the Covid-

19 pandemic and Government restrictions on travel. 

Heathrow also has a voluntary ban in place that prevents flights from landing before 04:30. There 

is also a night quota limit, which caps the amount of noise the airport can make at night. 

The remaining 20% of night flights are those that were scheduled to arrive or depart during 

normal operational hours but have been delayed. These flights may have suffered delays for a 

number of reasons including technical issues, weather, medical delays and more. These “late 

runners” are subject to strict number limits and approvals before they are allowed to operate in 

the night period. In some circumstances, late running flights may not be subject to restrictions. 

More details can be found under “Dispensations” in Appendix B. 

Why does Heathrow have night flights? 

Night flights are an important part of operations at airports around the world. The time 

differences in an inter-connected global transport system mean that it is difficult to avoid night 

flights. 

The relationship between flight times and clock times means that early morning arrivals at 

Heathrow are particularly suited to serving flights from much of China, South East and South 

Asia. The early arrival permits a full day’s business to be undertaken in the UK and maximises the 

timing opportunities for those making onward flight connections from London. By feeding other 

flights, these transfer passengers play an important role in maintaining the range and frequency 

of destinations served by Heathrow, and in maintaining connectivity with key destinations. 

Government’s approach to night flights 

The Government consults on its night flight regime for Heathrow every five years. One of the 

objectives is to limit or reduce the number of people significantly affected by aircraft noise at 

night, for example by encouraging the use of quieter aircraft, while maintaining the existing 

benefits of night flights. 

Quota Count (QC) 

As well as limits set on the number of movements during the night period, aircraft are classified 

into nine bands according to the amount of noise they make when taking off and landing. The 

noisier the aircraft, the higher the band it is placed in. These bands are called quota counts (QC). 

Every aircraft is given a QC number between 0 and 16 for both arrival and departure. 

Under the QC system, each aircraft type, including different versions of the same model, is 

assigned a QC according to its noise performance, separately for arrival and departure, as 

determined by the ICAO noise certification process. For example, a Boeing 737-800 is classified 

as QC/0.5 on arrival and as QC/0.5 or QC/1 on departure (depending on its maximum certificated 

take-off weight), whereas a much larger and older Boeing 747-200 will vary between QC/2 and 

QC/8 on arrival, and between QC/4 and QC/16 on departure, depending on engine fit and 

maximum certificated take-off weight (MTOW). 

The number of points for each aircraft is added up and must be within the limit for that season. 

In July 2017, following public consultation, the Government announced its five-year regime 

running from October 2017 to 2022. The regime includes a reduction of the QC limit for 

Heathrow from 4,080 to 2,415 for the winter season and from 5,100 to 2,735 for the summer 

season. This came into effect from the summer season of 2019. 

By far the largest contribution to night flights is from arrivals, which tend to be in the early 

morning. Typically, there also tend to be more night flights during the summer season than the 

winter. However, as can be seen from the graphs below, movement and quota count 
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usage continue to be lower than the permitted limit, particularly in 2020 due to the Covid-19 

pandemic and Government restrictions on travel. 
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End of season flexibility 

Up to 10% of the current season’s movement limit may be carried over to the next season if 

unused. At Heathrow, there is often a carry-over from the summer to the winter season, but 

rarely from the winter to the summer season. The winter season graphs above include the carry-

over from summer to the winter season. 

Overrun of movements 

Up to 10% of the next season’s movement limit may be anticipated in the event of an overrun. 

Any excess overrun is penalised in the following season at double the amount of the excess. The 

same arrangements apply to the noise quotas. In 2020 this was not required due to the low 

number of night flights in both the summer and winter seasons. 

Dispensations 

The Secretary of State for Transport has the power to state circumstances in which movements 

may be disregarded from the night restrictions. These are in exceptional circumstances only and 

disregarded movements include emergencies, delays which are likely to lead to serious congestion 

at the airport or serious hardship or suffering to passengers or animals, or which result from 

widespread and prolonged disruption of air traffic. Heathrow Airport strictly monitors compliance 

with all current Government restrictions, reporting regularly to the DfT. A full list of dispensation 

reasons can be found in Appendix B of this report. 

The movements shown below were exempt from the restrictions, or dispensed either due to 

delays, emergencies, or by the DfT. During the winter season the total number of disregarded 

movements was 3 and during the summer season it was 2. 
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Non-dispensed late running flights 

In 2020 there were 92 late running non-dispensed flights, down from 388 in 2019. The majority 

of those flights either experienced technical issues or were delayed due to weather.  

Heathrow also monitors the number of nights with no late running flights. In 2020 there were 

281 nights with no late running aircraft compared to 119 in 2019. The increase in the number of 

nights there were no late running flights reflects the lower number of ATMs in 2020 due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic and Government restrictions on travel, as well as the effective co-operation 

of the operational teams in Heathrow, airlines and air traffic control who work together to keep 

the number as low as practical. 

 

Government night flights consultation 

A Government consultation on the current night flight regime opened on 2 December 2020. The 

two-stage consultation proposes maintaining the existing night flight restrictions at designated 

airports until 2024, banning QC4 rated aircraft movements during the night quota period (23:30-

06:00), and policy options for the Government’s night flight policy beyond 2024.  

The first stage consultation closed on 3 March 2021 and can be found online here. 

The second stage consultation closed on 3 September 2021 and can be found here. 

 

3.5 Noise Action Plan (NAP) 

Although the DfT has direct control over noise at Heathrow, Heathrow has a detailed noise 

management strategy in the form of our Noise Action Plan (NAP). In March 2019 Heathrow 

published its latest NAP that covers the period 2019-2023 after the approval of the 
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Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). Our noise management 

framework has a structure similar to the ICAO Balanced Approach with a fifth pillar on community 

engagement. The framework covers the following:  

• Quieter planes 

• Quieter procedures 

• Land-use planning and mitigation 

• Operating restrictions and voluntary measures 

• Working with local communities 

 

In 2020, progress against the NAP has been delayed due to the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic 

on the aviation industry. Heathrow will continue to keep the NAP under review and will work 

with DEFRA on any potential changes.  

 

4. Arrivals 
 

4.1 Holding Stacks and Stacking 

Because Heathrow is usually so busy, aircraft coming into land are frequently held in holding 

stacks where they circle above 7,000ft until there is space in the queue to land at the airport. 

Aircraft circle at different levels within the stacks until there is space for them to land into 

Heathrow. The levels are separated by 1,000ft, and the lowest level (i.e. the bottom of the stack) 

is around 7,000ft. There are four holding stacks at Heathrow, known as Bovingdon, Lambourne, 

Ockham and Biggin. The locations of the stacks have been the same since the 1960s. 

 

 

There are currently no precise flight paths for aircraft flying from the holding stacks to land. While 

the overall patterns that aircraft fly are similar to each other, the precise position of aircraft in the 

sky varies from flight to flight and day to day. 
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Not every aircraft is required to hold on arrival. In 2020 an average of 11 aircraft held each day 

compared to 59 in 2019. Those aircraft that were required to hold in 2020 spent an average of 

8.25 minutes in a stack. This is broadly similar to previous years. 

 

 

4.2 Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA) 

Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA) have been used at Heathrow for many years. Once they 

have been directed out of the stack, CDA involves aircraft maintaining a steady angle of approach 

until they reach the final approach. The intention of CDA is to reduce arrival noise by keeping 

aircraft higher for longer. In addition, CDA reduces fuel burn and emissions, which leads to an 

overall environmental benefit. 

 

 

The descent profile for Heathrow is deemed to be continuous provided that no segment of level 

flight longer than 2.5 nautical miles occurs below 6,000ft above sea level. A level segment can 

be defined as having less than 50ft variance over a distance of 2 nautical miles. This is measured 

by ANOMS. 
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The graph above shows there was a small decline in CDA performance in 2020 across all 

reporting periods, with the exception of the Core Night period 23:30-06:00. Due to the Covid-

19 pandemic, Heathrow has seen a number of new operators in 2020 which may have 

contributed to the decline in CDA performance. The ANATMT will work with the new operators 

to improve this key metric going forward. 

 

4.3 Joining Point 

The UK Government has specified the minimum heights at which aircraft must be established on 

the final approach to Heathrow. The aim of these requirements is to keep aircraft higher for 

longer and avoid prolonged periods of level flight, therefore benefiting communities close to the 

airport. 

 

• Westerly operations 

Between 06:00 and 23:30, aircraft are required to be established on the Instrument 

Landing System (ILS) for final approach not below 2,500ft above mean sea level. This 

equates to a distance of around 8 nautical miles from the runway although it can vary 

due to changes in atmospheric pressure.  Between 23:30 and 06:00, the altitude is raised 

to 3,000ft above mean sea level together with an additional requirement to join the ILS 

no closer to the runway than 10 nautical miles. 

 

• Easterly operations 

Between 07:00 and 23:00, aircraft are required to be established on the ILS not below 

2,500ft above mean sea level. This equates to a distance of around 8 nautical 
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miles. Between 23:00 and 07:00, the altitude is raised to 3,000ft above mean sea level 

together with an additional requirement to join the Instrument Landing System (ILS) no 

closer to the runway than 10 nautical miles. 

 

For compliance purposes the requirements are broken down in to the following metrics: 

 

• Day Lows – aircraft joined below 2,500ft 

• Day Lates – aircraft joined within 8 nautical miles 

• Night Lows – aircraft joined below 3,000ft 

• Night Lates – aircraft joined within 10 nautical miles 

 

The graph below shows compliance for all 4 joining point metrics in 2019 and 2020. The graph 

also shows peaks recorded during the summer months, particularly during the day i.e. Day Lows. 

This is due to the way in which barometric pressure changes affect the altitude readout shown 

on the air traffic radar. They do not reflect an actual increase in aircraft which are low when 

joining the ILS. These flights, whilst not strictly low, are included in the data in the interests of 

transparency. 

 

The joining point figures all remain within the range that is typical for Heathrow. 

 

 

       4.4 Runway Alternation and Arrivals out of Alternation 

During the day, and when on westerly operations, Heathrow uses a procedure known as ‘runway 

alternation’. This is to provide local communities living under the final approach into the airport 

with periods of relief from aircraft noise. Local residents place great importance on the alternation 

system at Heathrow and every effort is made to adhere to it. 

The alternation pattern means that for part of the day we use one runway for landings and the 

other for take-offs, then halfway through our day at 3pm, the runways are switched over. 

On easterly operations, Heathrow does not alternate the runways at 3pm because of the legacy 

of the ‘Cranford Agreement’ which prevented use of the northern runway for departures during 

the day.  Although the Cranford Agreement has now ended, Heathrow needs to 
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undertake works to the airport’s infrastructure before runway alternation on easterly operations 

will be practical during full operations and will require an airspace change, both of these will 

require endorsements. 

Daytime runway alternation 

Daytime runway alternation operates on a two-week cycle. 

 

In the morning one runway is used for take-offs and the other for landings. At 3pm (roughly 

halfway through Heathrow's working day), the runway is swapped over. The airport continues 

this pattern of runway use for the rest of the week, and the following week it is switched.  

Night-time runway alternation 

Since there are very few aircraft that take-off or land at night between 23:30 and 06:00, there is 

more scope for runway alternation, whether we are on easterly or westerly operations. We can 

switch landings between the northern and southern runways and, if the weather allows it, we 

can land aircraft from the east or the west. 

Those four options allow Heathrow to operate night-time runway alternation on a four-weekly 

cycle: 

Week 1: Aircraft fly in from the west to land on the northern runway 

Week 2: Aircraft fly in from the east to land on the northern runway 

Week 3: Aircraft fly in from the west to land on the southern runway 

Week 4: Aircraft fly in from the east to land on the southern runway 
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Using both runways for arrivals 

Heathrow makes every effort to adhere to the published runway alternation schedule. However, 

when delays build-up in the arrival holding stacks, both runways can be used for arrivals for a 

temporary period. 

This is called Tactically Enhanced Arrivals Mode (TEAM) and is allowed after 07:00 on westerly 

operations when there is a predicted delay of at least 20 minutes per flight. Under these 

circumstances a maximum of six aircraft an hour can land on the runway designated for 

departures. A similar, but not identical, practice applies to easterly operations. 

These rules have been in place since the alternation system was introduced in the 1970s. 

Although not described as TEAM, the hour between 06:00-07:00 is the busiest time of the day 

at Heathrow for arrivals, therefore both runways can be used for landings during that time. This 

can occur when there is a minimum delay for arrivals forecast between 5 – 10 minutes. There are 

no restrictions on the number of arriving flights that can land on the departures runway and 

because delay is common at this time, the use of both runways is normally a daily occurrence in 

this hour. This is the case for both westerly and easterly operations. 

Heathrow reports on the daily number of TEAM arrivals, as well as those between 06:00-07:00 

as part of the operational data on our website. 

There are other occasions when unforeseen circumstances mean that arriving aircraft need to 

land on the departures runway. For example, this can occur if an aircraft landing on the 

designated runway develops a problem which prevents it vacating the runway in time for the next 

aircraft to land. Subsequent aircraft will then need to use the other runway until the aircraft on 

the designated runway is able to vacate safely. 

 

De-alternation 

Routine maintenance of runways, taxiways or associated equipment is often scheduled to 

coincide with the pattern of runway alternation. However, there will be occasions when it is not 

possible to stick to the published runway alternation schedule. For example, this may be to 

facilitate maintenance or works of a longer duration (e.g. runway resurfacing) or work of an 

unforeseen, urgent nature. 

Weather can also impact alternation. For example, strong south-westerly winds can blow across 

the buildings in Heathrow’s maintenance area and affect the approach for aircraft landing on the 

northern runway on westerly operations. When this occurs, landings are switched to arrive on 

the southern runway. NATS may also decide to switch the use of runways for safety reasons, for 

example if visibility on one runway is temporarily impaired by patchy fog or a nearby off-airport 

fire.  

 

2020 runway operations  

Runway alternation compliance for the first 3 months of 2020 can be found here and was in line 

with adherence in previous years. Due to the lower number of ATMs owing to the Covid-19 

pandemic, Heathrow changed to Single Runway Operations (SRO) at 6am on 6 April 2020.  

This means the same runway was used for both arrivals and departures, with a weekly alternation 

pattern in place, in order to provide the local community with predictable periods of respite (e.g. 

the northern runway was used for one week, the southern runway the following week). 

https://www.heathrow.com/company/local-community/noise/noise-reports-and-statistics/reports/operational-data
https://www.heathrow.com/company/local-community/noise/noise-reports-and-statistics/reports/operational-data
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Between 3 August & 3 October 2020, Heathrow returned to Dual Runway Operations (DRO) 

during the day, with the northern runway as the designated runway at night, in order to facilitate 

ground works on the southern runway.  

Heathrow then returned to SRO between 9 November & 13 December, alternating the runway 

each week as described above.  

Standard Dual Runway Operations (DRO) then returned, along with the regular runway 

alternation pattern until the end of 2020 as traffic had begun to rise in the last few weeks of the 

year. 

 

       4.5 Missed Approaches (Go-Arounds) 

Occasionally it is necessary for the pilot of an aircraft to abort a landing. There is an established 

procedure to follow when this occurs, known as a ‘go-around’. This is where the pilot aborts the 

landing and then re-joins the landing pattern. A go-around is a well-practiced and safe procedure 

which pilots and air traffic controllers are trained and prepared for. 

Although there are many reasons for a go-around, the most common are because the aircraft 

that has landed ahead is slow to fully vacate the runway and so it is not clear for another aircraft 

to land, or strong winds/adverse weather.  

In 2020, there were 393 go-arounds. In 2019 there were 832 go-arounds. The decrease in go-

arounds reflects the lower traffic levels as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated 

Government restrictions on travel.  

 

5. Departures 
 

       5.0 Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) 

Aircraft taking off from Heathrow follow pre-defined routes known as Standard Instrument 

Departures (SIDs). The choice of SID used is decided by the airline and is predominately dictated 

by the destination of the aircraft. 

A SID includes a lateral profile and a minimum rate of climb. SIDs avoid obstacles (e.g. tall 

buildings, radio masts, high ground) and routes to and from other airports which means that SIDs 

do not always follow the most direct route to the destination. The SIDs are also based upon the 

historic positioning of ground-based navigational aids.  

 

5.1 Noise Preferential Routes (NPRs) 

Either side of the SID is a 1.5km corridor known as the Noise Preferential Route (NPR). Aircraft do 

not have to follow the centreline of the SID precisely but are required to stay within the 3km wide 

NPR up to 4,000ft, unless directed off for safety or operational reasons. 

Once aircraft reach 4,000ft, NATS air traffic controllers can direct them from the SID on to a more 

direct heading towards their destination and this new heading may not be within the NPR. 
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Westerly Operations NPRs 

Easterly Operations NPRs 

 

5.2 Track Keeping 

Track keeping refers to how well aircraft stay within the NPR up to 4,000ft. The Heathrow Noise 

and Track Keeping system ANOMS is used to detect any aircraft which deviate from an NPR. 

Track keeping on Heathrow’s departure routes is very high overall. The exception is the easterly 

Compton route. Track keeping compliance is much lower on this route and has been for many 

years. 
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Information regarding track keeping deviations is sent to the relevant airline and statistics showing 

track keeping performance are shared regularly. Data shows good levels of adherence and has 

remained broadly consistent across recent years. 

Track keeping deviations occur for a variety of reasons. They may be necessary for weather 

avoidance or strong winds, and the speed and weight of the aircraft are also significant factors. 

For example, modern, faster aircraft have a wider radius of turn than older, slower aircraft. 

 

 

5.3 The Compton Easterly Departure Route 

As shown above, track keeping compliance for the Compton easterly departure route is much 

lower than our other departure routes. Over time, as the number of flights using Heathrow has 

increased, the route has become challenging to manage because of its proximity to the Ockham 

holding stack to the south of the airport. 

This requires NATS air traffic controllers to manually direct aircraft on this route to separate them 

from the stream of arrivals making their way from the holding stack to the airport. 

         

5.4 09L Departures during SRO 

Heathrow operated on Single Runway Operations (SRO) for long periods of time in 2020.  Due 

to the low number of ATMs, Heathrow was able to alternate which runway was used for SRO on 

a weekly basis in order to provide respite to the local community. This increased the number of 

departing aircraft operating from 09L. 

There were 2,733 09L departures in 2020 compared with just 126 departures from 09L in 2019. 

Track keeping compliance for 09L departures in 2020 was 72.74% against 71.43% in 2019.  

Historical monthly and annual route usage and track keeping figures for each departure route on 

westerly and easterly operations can be found here. 
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5.5 Noise Infringements Day/Night 

Heathrow has historically assessed aircraft noise in two different ways: annual aircraft noise 

contours and departure noise limits. Noise contour reports are available in the Noise and Airspace 

section of our website. 

 

Aircraft departing from Heathrow are subject to individual noise limits set by the DfT. The current 

limits were introduced early in 2001. There are three limits in place; one each for the day, shoulder 

and night-time periods. 

 

The limits are (all times local): 

 

• Day (07:00 – 23:00 hours) 94dBA Lmax 

• Shoulder (23:00 – 23:30, 06:00 – 07:00 hours) 89dBA Lmax 

• Night (23:30 – 06:00 hours) 87dBA Lmax 

 

Heathrow has 12 permanent noise monitors which are used to monitor adherence to the 

departure noise limits. The noise limits are based on the assumption that the noise monitors are 

exactly 6.5km from the start of the roll point on the runway and at the same elevation as the 

airfield. In practice, this is rarely possible and so adjustments are made to the limits to take account 

of any variances in the monitor position.  

 

Furthermore, each monitor has an additional calibration allowance of 0.7dBA added to the limit 

to provide a margin of error for the microphone. An aircraft is deemed to have infringed the noise 

limits if it is measured to exceed the limit at any one of the permanent monitors. 

 

In addition, if the aircraft was required to take off with a tailwind (measured at the airfield 

anemometers and wind vanes according to a set formula), an amount of up to 2dBA of the noise 

recorded at the noise monitor is disregarded. The amount to be disregarded is: 

 

• 0.4dB for a tailwind of up to 1 knot 

• 0.8dB for a tailwind exceeding 1 knot but not exceeding 2 knots 

• 1.2dB for a tailwind exceeding 2 knots but not exceeding 3 knots 

• 1.6dB for a tailwind exceeding 3 knots but not exceeding 4 knots 

• 2.0dB for a tailwind exceeding 4 knots 

 

In the event that an airline infringes one of the limits, they are charged a noise supplement, with 

all proceeds going to the Heathrow Community Trust (HCT) which funds community projects in 

areas affected by the airport’s operations.  

 

Details concerning the allocation of funds can be found at www.heathrowcommunitytrust.org 

 

Noise fines are charged based upon the table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.heathrowcommunitytrust.org/
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  Time period Decibel limit Fine per decibel (£) 

Day 7am-11pm 94 500 

Shoulder 11pm-11:30pm and 6am-7am 89 1,500 

Night 11:30pm-6am 87 4,000 

 

A higher number of infringements are commonly observed during the night-time which is 

reflective of both the lower limit at night and the number of large, heavy, long haul aircraft which 

depart later to fit schedules around the world or are disrupted from their planned schedule of 

operation (e.g. a spike in infringements may be seen during storms, snow, and other periods of 

widespread delay). 

 

In 2020 there were 2 noise infringements, both were at night, further details can be found here 

 

5.6 4% Climb Gradient 

Aircraft departing from Heathrow are required to maintain a 4% minimum climb gradient 

between 1,000ft and 4,000ft. This is a requirement under Heathrow’s noise abatement 

procedures. It is monitored using ANOMS. The Airspace, Noise and ATM Performance Team work 

with airlines to monitor and improve performance where required. In 2020, compliance was 

99.9%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.heathrow.com/company/local-community/noise/making-heathrow-quieter/departure-noise-infringement-fines
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Appendix A – Glossary 
 

ANOMS Airport Noise and Operations Management System 

ANATMT Airspace, Noise and ATM Performance Team  

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATM Air Transport Movement 

CAA Civil Aviation Authority 

CDA Continuous Descent Approach 

dBA A-weighted decibel 

DfT Department for Transport 

HCT Heathrow Community Trust 

 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

ILS Instrument Landing System 

Lmax Maximum Sound Level 

NAP Noise Action Plan 

NATS Our Air Traffic Control provider, formerly known as National Air Traffic Services 

NQP Night Quota Period 

NPR Noise Preferential Route 

NTK Noise and Track Keeping System 

QC Quota Count 

SID Standard Instrument Departure 
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Appendix B - DfT Night Flight Dispensation Reasons 
 

Emergencies 

• Medical  

• Diversion  

• Low Visibility 

• Risk to Life 

Serious Airfield and Terminal Congestion 

• Hardship to Passengers 

• Long Delays 

• Terminal Overcrowded and Facilities Strained 

• Insufficient Hotel Accommodation 

• Hardship to Animals 

• Single Runway Operations 

Widespread and Prolonged ATC Delays 

• ATC Flow Restrictions 

• Thunderstorms / Strong Winds 

• Snow and Ice 

• ATC Strike or Computer Problems 

DfT Dispensation 

• Heads of State 

• Royal Families (Inc. Foreign) 

• Senior Ministers on Official Business 

• Relief Flights 

• Civil Aircraft Affected by Hostilities 

• Military Flights on Compassionate Grounds 

 


